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Actual pieces will be 
maximum 3 cms in height.
Enlarged here for reference.

 Upper part of the pieces can be 
interchanged, and players can change it
according to the rules. Whereas the base
will remain common. 
 Players would need to change few of their
pieces with time, while playing the game. 
so changing the part will be easier than having 
more full pieces.
 

Parts of the pieces
can be attached with 
the inbuilt magnet

Dices In this pandemic situation, the best thing we can do to fight against it is 
staying safe & do all the preventive measures. This game a group strategy based 
family game. Where a group of 4 can play together. In the game we have to 
protect the Villager pieces while also controlling the Corona pieces. Here all the 
players are suppose to work together against the Corona. The game comes with a 
lot of opportunities where u can make strategies that aren‛t just beneficial to 
you but also for the other players who are playing.   
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Once fully set, 
put the villager pieces in 
the home village and...
enjoy the game. 

Wooden structure stays
closed due to few magnets

Opens fully & lays flat on the ground. 
The inside of the lid can be used 
as an area to throw the dices

Wooden structure stays

Opens like a laptop
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Once fully set, 
put the villager pieces in 
the home village and...
enjoy the game. 

The inside of the lid can be used 
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Opens like a laptopOpens like a laptop

Opens fully & lays flat on the ground. 
The inside of the lid can be used 3

Pull out the village trays 
from both the sides.

  

How to
set up

the game



Rules of the game

1. Every player will have ‘3 Villagers‛ pieces and ‘2 Corona‛ pieces, colour coded for easy  
 identification.

2. The Villager piece will follow the path shown by the orange arrows (vertically) and the  
 Corona walks horizontally following the red arrows.

3. There will be 2 dices –

Red – This dice is for Corona Piece. The numbers will get on this dice will 
the amount of steps that should be taken by the Corona piece.
White – this dice is for the movement of the Villager piece.

The player has to move the Corona piece before moving the Villager piece. And as the 
player decide to bring out his/her first two Villages out on the board; the Corona will 
step in too. For bring a Villager out, one have to get a ‘6‛ on any of the dices.

4. If one gets same digit on both the dices. He/she can turn one of their    
 Villagers into a Doctor. The Doctor is immune to the Corona for 2 times. And as  
 Corona and Doctor pieces come to same circle, the Corona piece dies and leaves  
 the game. After killing two Corona the doctor loses his power and becomes a   
 Villager again. Every player can make maximum two Doctors.

5. In case, a Villager gets to the circle where the Corona is placed, the Villager   
 gets infected and must go back to the start point and the player loses two   
 turns.

6. If two Corona pieces reach the same circle, an extra Corona will be born. The   
 player who played that turn would play the new Corona. Similarly, there are few  
 hotspot areas, if the Corona comes to that circle, one more Corona will  be added.

7. There are few hospitals marked on the board. If Corona steps on that circle, it  
 dies and goes out of game. a Villager will remain immune to corona if it is standing  
 on the hospital circle. This makes the hospitals safe zone of the board.

8. Here the players shouldn‛t try to defeat each other or try to reach the finish point  
 faster. The biggest rule for this game is that the players have to together come up  
 with a strategy, and try to protect each other. The players can discuss or give their  
 own opinions that can be beneficial for other players too.

9. Here, every time a Corona moves forward, can create a problem for someone else in  
 the next few turns. Players have to accordingly decide which of their piece to move.  
 Players should work together and try to kill the virus or stay safe.

10. There will be few circles that will be a sanitizer/sanitized. If a villager stands on it,  
 corona can‛t infect it, whereas the corona piece can‛t stand on that circle, it gets  
 repelled and has to go on to the next circle.
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